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The challenge of how to address mitral valve regurgitation in the face of aortic valve disease persists. In particular, what to do when the regurgitation appears to be functional and therefore may improve with correction of the aortic valve pathology? Is the possible benefit of fixing the mitral valve worth the risk of increased ischemic and pump time?

In the accompanying article by Komeda,1 a method of dealing with the mitral valve but avoiding opening the left atrium, thereby reducing valuable ischemic time, is outlined. It is patterned in part after techniques previously described in which the tips of the papillary muscles are drawn up toward the annulus to reduce the tethering effect of ventricular dilation.2,3 In this particular version as in that described by Langer and Schafers,3 an added benefit is that the amount of pulling can be determined in the functioning heart under echocardiographic guidance. In the procedure by Langer and Schafers,3 the papillary muscle component was combined with an annuloplasty (ring plus string) (Figure 1).

In most cases of mitral regurgitation thought to be functional, that is secondary to some form of cardiomyopathy; 2 major mechanisms may be involved. The first is annular dilation, and the second is leaflet tethering. This particular technique addresses only the second mechanism. Therefore, it is clear that this method is limited and stresses the need to clearly elucidate the mechanism of regurgitation. In this series, 4 of the 18 patients who had significant mitral regurgitation associated with aortic valve disease underwent mitral annuloplasty, thereby obviating the advantage of avoiding an atriotomy.

In the end, it is useful as another item in one’s “bag of tricks” to address the complex problems we face. Exactly when to use it and what the medium- to long-term efficacy remain to be seen. Perhaps a follow-up to this series is warranted. Nonetheless, an approach such as this is important to consider. There is the suggestion, although not conclusive, that mitral regurgitation may not improve without direct intervention even after the aortic pathology is treated.4
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